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This study investigated the tribological performance of biogrease formulations on wheel/rail pairs through a pin-on-disc
test simulating the curve conditions. The results point to the anti-wear property exhibited by all biogrease formulations
concerning the commercial grease. They present a friction coefficient similar to the reference grease to be applied to the
lubrication of wheel/rail interface.
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1. Introduction

Two methods promote the lubrication of wheel/rail
interface. The first is responsible for lubricating the
interface of the wheel flange/rail gauge corner at high
rail to reduce the wear of the wheel flange. The other
lubricates the interface of wheel tread/top of rail low rail
to prevent the corrugation growth. In the first interface,
it is desirable to adopt a lubricant that promotes the less
friction coefficient as much as possible, like greases.
The most-reported studies investigating biogrease
lubrication are focused on rolling bearings applications,
which differ significantly from rail lubrication. This
study aims to investigate biogreases formulation to act
in wear reduction of the wheel/rail interface.

2. Methods

The methodology used to produce and analyze the
biogreases followed the flowchart described below in
figure 1. It was prepared four formulations and coded by
NbioA and NbioB, biogreases added to nanoparticles as
additive, and BioI and BioII, biogreases without nano
additives. They were characterized by physical,
chemical, and thermal analysis.

Figure 1: Flowchart of the methodology steps

The tribological tests were performed by Pin-on-disc
tribological ina PLINT TE67 tribometer. Biograses and
commercial grease Also, commercial grease was used as
a comparative were evaluated. Each tribological pairs
slides at 0.1m/s of speed and 34 rpm under 24.6N for
the 3600s at room temperature. The wear track radius
was 28mm. The pins and discs were manufactured with
rail and wheel materials: the disc from the AAR grade
class C forged wheels (340 HB) and the pin from the

pearlitic steel (370 HB) rail. The end of the pinspins'
end was rounded to 3.975mm radius, avoiding possible
edge effects and lack of parallelism in pin-on-disc
contact.
The discs and pins' wear volume was obtained
according to the methodology described by L. Prates
Ferreira de Almeida, et al. [01]. The wear mechanisms
on the disks and pins were investigated by SEM, EDS,
and Raman spectroscopy.

3. Results

The friction coefficient (behavior and average) shows
similar results around 0.1±0.03 by all biogreases
developed and the commercial grease (Fig.2).

Figure 2: Friction coefficient exhibited by all samples.

On the other hand, the results of wear of the pin (Tab.1)
point to the anti-wear property exhibited by all
formulations concerning the commercial grease, with a
more significant reduction for the BioI and NbioA
formulations.

Table 1: Pins wear exhibited by the samples

Biogrease Bio I reduced the wear rate on the pin (Q) by
one order of magnitude compared to commercial grease.
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Sample Ball volume wear (µm3) Q (10-6mm3/m)
Bio I 853692.5611 2.38
Bio II 5199361.399 14.5
NbioA 4724416.804 13.2
NbioB 9019220.288 25.1
C.grease 9178303.106 27.1
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